SURF RESEARCH ACCESS MANAGEMENT

EASY AND SECURE ACCESS TO RESEARCH SERVICES

Researchers often spend a lot of time arranging access to the systems and services they need to do their research, both for themselves and those they collaborate with. SURF Research Access Management provides research collaborations with a fast, easy, and secure way to manage members and their authorisations.

Surf Research Access Management

Company

Collaboration partners from companies join the collaboration using a guest account.

University

The collaboration was initiated by a researcher from this organisation.

Research Institute

Two researchers from this research institute join the collaboration.

International Collaborators

Researchers from abroad collaborate using an account from their institution through eduGAIN.

Login

The principal investigator (P.I.) acts as collaboration administrator and:

- initiates the collaboration
- invites others to join
- makes services accessible for this collaboration after arranging necessary agreements
- can appoint other collaboration administrators

Principal Investigator

The principal investigator (P.I.) acts as collaboration administrator and:

- initiates the collaboration
- invites others to join
- makes services accessible for this collaboration after arranging necessary agreements
- can appoint other collaboration administrators

Coordinating Institution

The coordinating institution has signed an agreement with SURF to use SURF Research Access Management as the data controller for these collaborations.

Participating Organisations in Collaboration

WEB SERVICE

For example: scientific services such as data repositories, visual analytics and statistical modelling

WEB SERVICE

For example: supporting tools such as wikis, file sharing tools and code repositories

Non-WEB Service

For example: supporting services such as a High Performance Compute cluster or storage systems

Want to learn more?

Go to surfez.nsi/lcream

Interested? Contact us at: SRAM-SUPPORT@surf.nl